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We dcfinc the k-tine Braph of a hypexgraph H OS the graph whose vertices NC the edges of tf, 
two wrtices being join&l if the edges they represent intersect in at least k eienrents. in this paper 
we show that far any integer k and any graph G there exists a partial hypergrsph W of some 
complete h -partite hyperplraph K” IrwN such th;lt G is the k-line graph of H. We also prove that, for 
any intc&cr p, there exist graphs which are not the (h -- p)-hne graph of some h-uniform 
hypqraph. As a corollary we answer a problem cjf C. ~Zook. Further we !rhow that it is not 
IF)rraGhle to characterize tht: (41 -- 1 )-line graphs by excluding R finite number of forMden induced 
subgrcrphrc;. 
A hypergraph H will always be defined by its vertex-set X aqd its edge-set 
Y W 1 I=/cat* The hypergraph N is said to be h-uniform if 1 E,, 1% h for each i 
(1 G i G m ). In what follows we \;halt aIrrays consider h -unifo:m hypergraphs. 
2.2 
Let N be a given hypergraph, then we define the Wina cp‘rr;)ph of H, denoted by 
L (I#), as the graph (without loops or multiple edges) whose vertices (e,) can be put 
in a one-ta+~e cofrespnndcnca with the edges E, in such a way thait wo vertices e, 
and e, in Lk (H) are adjacent (joined) if and only if their corresponding edges iru 
H, E’, and EI, have at feast k elements in common. 
1.3 
Let KixN be the complete h-partite hypergraph dr:fimed as follow!s: its verltex-set 
#Jf is the urrion of h disjoint sets X4 (I G i G h ) with 1 Xi f = IV, and its edges. are a!1 
the subsets 8 of # where lE/=h and fE’nX,I=1 for each i (Migh). 
Properties crf Lk(KtHN) are studied in 121. 
We de&~ a ~-J&NW graph as the k-tine graph of an hypergraph M which is a 
raph of KkN for some IV. 
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1.5 
A k -plane graph can be considered as a graph with distinct ordered h-tuples of 
in?egers as its vertex-set, in which two vertices are joined if and only if the 
corresponding h-tuples agree on k or more coordinates. 
Such a graph is defined by Cook [3] as a plane graph in the case k = 1, and MI 
arrow graph in the case k = h - 1. 
I.6 
In (31 Cook has shown that any graph G is a plane graph, that Kq - n is not an 
arrow graph and has asked whether any graph G is, for some h, an (h - &plane 
raph where p is a given integer. 
In this paper we shlow that for any k, any graph G is a k-plane graph (Theorem 
2.1), but that, for any p, there exist graphs which are not (h - p)-line graphs 
(Theorem 3.3) and consequently, not (h - p)-plane graphs. This answers Cook’s 
question. 
Furthermore we prove (Theorem 4.3) that, contrary to the line-graphs of graphs 
[IV Ch. 181, it is not possible to characterize the (h - I)-plane graphs by excluding a 
finite number of forbidden induced subgraphs. 
1.7 
In what follows we sha!l always denote by d(ei,ej) the distance between two 
vertices e, and e, of a graph G and by D(ei) the subgraph of G all of whose vertices 
are adjacent o e, in 6’3. We shall define an edge of an h-uniform hypergraph by the 
sequence of its vertices (x,, x2,. . . ) xh}. The notation (x1, . . . ,2,, . . I. xh 1 signifies that 
WC consider the sequence of tlertices (Xi) IG14;h except x,. All the definitions not given 
hcrc can be found in [I]. 
2. Theorem 2.1 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a given graph, k a given posi%ive integer, then G is Q k-plane 
graph, that is there exist in fegers h and N and an h -uniform pa~ial h ypetgraph H uf 
K z rN such that G = Lk (H). 
0 
Proof, Let G be a given graph. We shall prove by induction on the number a af 
vertices of G that there exist an integer h and a family (&)Irlc, of h-tuples of 
integers not greater than n with jhe following property: thert: exists 8 on*&&-one 
correspondence between the vertices (&S,an of G and the (iE&r~, such that for 
i., j, 1 d i C j 6 n, Ej and EI agree an at least k coordinates if and only if {ei, e!} is hn 
edge of G. 
The case n = 1 is trivial. 
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Suppose that we have proved it for a graph with (n - 1) vertices. Then if G is a 
graph with n vertices el, . . . , e,, by inductive hypothesis applied to G - e, we can 
find an integer t and (n - 1) I-tuples (E) tslSn--l of integers not greater than n - 1 
such that for each 4 jV 1 G i < j s n - 1, E and 4 agree on at feast k coordinates if 
and only if d(ei, ej) = 1. 
Let (ei),,l be the adjacent vertices of e, in G, 1 C (1,. . . , n - I}, and i B I= a’. “w’;‘e 
constmct n h-tup3es (Ei)lcicm with h = : +- cik, a~ follows* 
Vi, 16 i G n - 1, E, is obtained from K by adding dk coordinates equal IO i. 
The 6 first coordinates of En are equal to n and, in the dk last ones, k of them 
are equal to i for each i e 2. It is easy to verify that the family (E,) has the required 
property. 
3. Theorem 3.3 
For Theorem 3.3 we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a given h-uniform hypergraph with edges (E,),c,.sn, p tz given 
integer, p < h, and G = tk#!) with vetiices (e,), 1 s i s n. If d(e,, e,) = !, then 
1 Ei n Ei I* k - lp 
Proof. (By induction on I). According to thle definition of I&,oj’) it is true for 
I = 1. Assume we have proved it for l- E. If ,if(e,, e,) = I then there exists a vertex e 
of G such that d(e, ei) = 1 and d(e, e,) = I- 1 and consequently there exists iin edge 
E of H such that 1 E f7 E, 1 2 h - p and, by inductive hypothesis, 1 E n E, 13 
h - (t - lip. We can write: 
h a/E n(Ei U Ej)i =1En~~i+fEf~Ejf_iEnE,nE,I 
soh~h-p+k-(I-l)~-tEnE,n~~~.thereforeIE,~Ej~~]E~E,~E~~~ 
k - ip. 
Remark 3.2. In particular, if d(e,, e,) = 2, rhen h - p => f E n E’, i 3 h - 2~. 
Theorem 3.3, Let p be a given integer. Tken there exist grup;ls G which are not 
Lh--,, (W) for any integer h > p and tiny h -rcr:ijorm hypergruph If. 
Proof. We shall show that for any integer p, there exists an integer N depending 
on@ cm p such that: the complete bipartite graph K2,N+I is not L,,-,(H) <or any 
integer h >p and any h-uniform hypergraph H. It is sufficient to prove that if 
G = &,.JH) and if two vertices et and e2 of G satisfy d(e*, ez) = 2, then 
D(e,)1+7 D(et) contains a set of independent vertices of cardinality not greater &- 
than IV. 
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Let El, E2 be the corresponding edges of H From Lemma 3.!, we have: 
h-ZpgIE,nE&h-p. 
Put 
with y& x, for any i, j such that 1 e i, j s q. 
Let e and e’ be ttz’3 other vertices of G both adjrhcent to el and es, and E, E’ their 
corresponding edges in H. We can write 
with I,I’,J,J’subsetsof(l,...,q}, K,K’subsetsof {q+l,...,h}and CI’~,-,QI, 
6 1,. l . , bh, vertices which do not belong to El U E,. Since d(e, et) = d(e’, ez’) = I, we 
have 
and 
IE n E,l = III+ lKl~ h -p (3 ‘i) .- 
pm E*( = pq + pc’I2 h -p. (7.~6) 
Wz shall show that if e and e’ are not adjacent, then (I, J) # (I”, J’). Indeed assume 
that 2 = I’ and J = J’, then 
IE n E’I = IHI+ IJI + pc n r(, 
From inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) we deduce 
lEnE’l~2(h-p)-JKu~‘I, 
lmEfl2 2(h -p)--(h -q), 
and by (3.4), lEfU?jah -p+q-p>h --p. This implies that e and IZ*’ are 
adjacent in G. 
So the maximum number of independent vertices we can find in D(el) II E&Q) is 
tot greater than IV’, the number of di@erent (I, J)* that is N = (z?-l Cb)“. Mce, 
according to (3.41, Al’s @!$ C&y, this yields the theorem -with N = (x& C’&)? 
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4. Theorem 4.3 
Definition 4.1. Let us denote by ‘;ei the set of graphs G for which there exist 
integers h and p, p < h, and a h-uniform hyplergraph H such that G = Lk p (H). 
Let vJ@== lJ,e 
Rem&~ 4.2. We have proved &Theorem 3.3 that Kz2.Y+I $?i9$,_ The value obtained 
in the theurem is not the best possible* For exampk for p = 1, we have JV = 9, bui 
&. 3 f8 $I as it can be easily seen. 
Moreover there exist non bipartite graphs which do not belong to ?!$. For 
example, for p = 1, it can be proved that there are exactly three graphs other than 
Kz,3 with kss than five vertices which do not belong to %: the two non isomorphic 
graphs obtained by adding an edge to Kr.3 and the graph obtained from KS by 
deleting an edge. 
93: is nothing else: than the class of line graphs of simple graphs, for which man!’ 
characterizations have been obtained ([l, Ch. 131) in particular by excluding a finrte 
number of induced subgraphs. If G E %“, then an.4 induced subgraph of G belongs 
to 9!$. So we can ask whether there exists a charac&zation for 5$, by excluding a 
finite number of induced subgraphs. The next theorem gives a negative answer to 
this question: we shall exhibit an infinite family of graphs which do not belong to % 
and whose induced subgraphs belong to %. 
Theoem 4,3. Let us denote by W,, the gruph which is u wheel with a ce!rtral vertex et1 
joined to every other vertex e,. 1 =s i S-E n - 1 of a cycle of length n - 1. Thus, far arty 
k, k a 3, 
(i) Wzk $E 36. 
(ii) Any proper induced subgraph of WZk E %. 
Proof of (i). We break the proof in two parts. 
C&R? 1. w&+2 @ 39: for h < k and k * 2. 
Suppose that Wzlr+* E 0: with h <= k. Then I( CL.& which is an induced subgraph of 
W 3k *1 belongs to 3:. Let et, 0 s i s k, be the vertices of KtVk, with d(e,, eo) = I for 
iE(l,...,k), and let H be the hypergraph such that K;.k = Lh - l(H). Put 
&={xl,...,iti}* 
If 0 < i < j S: k, M~C have d(e,, ej) = 2 and thus,, 1 E, 17 Ej 1 G h - 2 and r, Z r,. 
Therefore we must find k different numbers befonging to (I, . . . , h }, which implitts 
k e h, contradicti*ng Iln < k. 
CMe 2. W2ba $G %C; for h a k. 
We need the fcrk&ng lemma: 
bm 4.4, rf G = f+,(W) and if ei and e? are two udjacenf vertices in G them 
LB(&) r7 D(iQ is the vertex-tfisjoint union rzf two cliques. 
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hf. Let El and E2 be the corresponding edges of H. If Et = {x1,.  . ,‘xh) then 
Et = (x,, . . . , k,. . . , xk,y) with ygE1 and i%rGh. 
If e is both adjacent to et and e 2, then rhe corresponding edge E of H satisfies 
E n I?,[ = f E n E21 = k - 1 and there are only two kinds of such edges: 
(a) E = (xl,. . . , %, . . . , x&with tfy and r&E,, 
(b) E--(xn ,..., $, ,..., x,,,y) with lss~h and s#t: 
All the edges of each kind have (h - 1) vertices in common, so the corresponding 
vertices e form a cfique. Moreover, for any z, z # y and z e E,, and for any 
s, 1 G s s h and sf t, tlt’e have 
thus the vertices corresponding to two edges not of the same kind a or b, are not 
joined. 
Remark 4.5. By this lemma, if in a graph 63 = I+-r(N) two vertices e ax1 e’ are 
both adjacent to t’I and et9 where d(e,, e2) = 1, but not mutually adjacent, their 
corresponding edges in if are each of a Qiiff erent kind Q or b and so, if one is 
known, the kind of the other is well determined. 
We come back to thee proof of the theorem. Assume that there exists an 
hypergraph H such thal Wtk+2 = Leh-liH). Let us denote by C(P,,+,) the graph 
obtained by joining a vertex e. to each point of a path P2r+l of length 2~ For any 
r, lsr<k- . 1, C(f& is a subgraph of WzL-2, and thus, C(PzrcI) = I+@&) 
where H, is a partial hypergraph of 1% By induction on r, we shah find the necessary 
form of the edges of H, for I E {I,. . . , k - 1). 
For I = 1, if P3 has vertices e ?,ki19 el, e2 and edges 1% e2) {el, elk+l), put & = 
( Xl, . . . , xh); without loss of generality, we can assume El = {El, x2,. . . , xk, yI) with 
yt e Ea. According to Lemma 4.4, as e2 and e 2k+l are both adjacent o e. and et but 
not mutually adjacen t, we can suppose without Ioss of generality that 
and E, = (xl, &, . . . , nk, yl) and thus HI is we11 determined. 
Suppose that Hr.-1 = (X, $) with X = (xl,. . . , xm, yo, . . . , y,-*) and 8 = 
W 2L+I,Ei,0~i~2r-2), where &=(x1 ,..., J:~}, EZlt..r.={ft,~2, . . . . x,,,yo] with 
ye, f;lr Ear and for any i e (I, . . . , r -- 1): 
E (XI,...,~i,.-•,~ia,yj}, 21-l = 
6, = {X:, .. . , %+I,. . , xh, yi}, 
with yi e Eu and yi# yj for any j, j# i. 
We construct l% from lL by adding two edges Ez,-l and lL corresponding to 
the vertices e 2r-t9 et, we add to C(P2,-1) to obtain C(&,+& Firs e2+=, and eti+ are 
adjacent to e. and ez,-2. Since we have 
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E {xI,~.~,=2~,...,xh,y,-1} 2r-2 = 
and 
by Lemma 4.4 and Remark 3.5, we must have Ezl .I = {x,, . . . , i,, . . . , xhr y,} with 
yr # yr-l and yz $Z &, 
MoreoverasO(es,.l,ei)~Iforanyif{l,...,2r- 3,2k cl},then y,#y, forany 
j E (0,. . . , r - 1). 
Furthermore e2, and e2r-2 are both adjacent to e,, and ez,. I with E?, - l = 
{ Xl, l =*y 3,, . . . , jrA, yr} and I!& = {xl, . . . , 2, . . . , xh, y,- 2}. SO by Lemma 4.4 and 
Remark 4.5 we must have EL), =(X1 ,..., CG, ,... .~~,y,) with s E{l,.,. ?h}, s# t. 
Moreover, as d(e2,, e, ) > 1 for any i E { 1, . . . , I - 2) then we have s 3 r. Without loss 
af generality, we can take s = r + I. This is possible for I % 1 d k c h, and we have 
Et, = (x,, . . . , iiL+l,. . . , xh, yl). So for r = k - 1 we have found a unique hypergraph 
3&-, such that C(&+ L,, .,(&I). 
If we want to construct I& such that C(P,, +1) = I+ -I(t&) there are two cases: 
(a) k = h. By the method just shown, we find E, -1 = {x,, . . . , ik, yk}, but then we 
cannot construct Etk such that ezk is both adjacent to e. and ezk -1 but not to e, for 
i E (1,. . . , 2k - 2) because we cannot find s > k as done before. So w:,,+[ G %:. 
(b) k > h. By the same method, we find I&-, = (x,, . . l , &, . . . ,x,,, yll) and 
&k = {x 1,. . . ,&+1,. . . ,xk,yk} with y,fyi for each iE(lL,...,I(-I] and y&E%. 
But fEZk n EzPr+,f =h - 2, so ?$k and eZkcl cannot be adjacent. Thus wzL+, E 3:‘. 
&& of (ii). The proof of (i) SLOW that the subgraph obtained by deleting one 
vertex (here erk) belongs to %. So any induced subgraph of w/,k containin& e,, 
belongs to 5%. If an induced subgraph does not contain eo, it is a subgraph of a cycle 
which belongs to 3,. 
Problems. It &ould be interesting: 
(a) to find a simptr: way to construct all the graphs which do not belong to %, 
(b) to study the class Y$, for p > I; in particular, is it possible to characterize the 
clasft sP by excluding forbidden induced subgraphs? 
Note added in proof. Further results will appear in M.C. fleydemann and D. 
Sotteau, Line graphs of hypergraphs II, in: Proc. Coil.. Keszthtzly (North-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1977). 
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